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FOCAL POINT ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR ZOOM LENS

The present invention relates to a zoom lens focal

point' adjusting device of a camera which adjusts the

position of lenses in the optical axis direction.

In recent years, zoom lenses, including -• vari- focal
.

photographing lenses, have included three 'or more lens.,

groups, rather than two lens groups which have previously

been used. The number of lens groups has been increased to

meet the demand' of photographers, who 'desire a - zoom camera

having a high-magnification-, (high-zoom ratio), lens and ^aiso

high performance.

Before a zoom' lens type camera' is completely

assembled, or at least before it is. put on the market, a

focal point adjusting operation is often carried out,

especially if the zoom camera has a high-zoom ratio. The

focal point adjusting operation 1 is effected to adjust the

position of one or more of the lenses constituting the zoom

lens of a zoom camera in the optical axis direction- after

an. in-focus state has been obtained with respect to an

object to be photographed. This operation is effected so

that the in-focus state will not vary even if zooming or



variation of the focal point (zooming or variation of the

focal point will hereinafter be collectively referred to

as zooming), is effected. This kind of focal point adjusting

operation typically uses a lens supporting frame, which

holds, the lens of a zoom lens., and a lens frame supporting

member, which is made separately from the . lens supporting

frame and which holds the same. The lens supporting . frame

and , the lens frame supporting member are. connected by

threads .
:

The threads permit adjustment of the relative

position of the lens supporting frame and the ..lens frame

supporting member in the optical axis direction. With this

arrangement, in accordance with the' thread mechanism,

the lens which is to be moved in the optical axis direction

to accomplish focal point adjustment can be continuously

moved in the optical axis direction.

In a known zoom camera having a conventional zoom

lens composed of two lens, groups, it is .often, the case that

the first lens group, closest , to the object side, is moved

in the optical axis direction to effect a focal - point

adjusting operation. The first lens .group is the lens group

to be adjusted, since " this lens- group is most easily

accessed. However/ for a zoom camera having a zoom lens

consisting, of three or more, lens groups, the amount of

deviation of the focal point with respect to a unit of'

deviation of the first lens group in the optical axis:



direction is. relatively small as compared with those of the

other lens groups. Therefore, when a focal point adjustment

is to be executed with the focal point adjusting mechanism,

by moving the first lens group in the optical axis
s

\ . .

direction, a large space must be .reserved in which

adjustment can be ' effected. In other words, the space

allotment 'must be * sufficient for the necessary adjustment,

resulting in an undesirably large camera.

«

An object of
:

the present invention is to

provide a camera having a focal point adjusting device in

which a proper focal .point adjustment can be made with a

minimum amount of deviation of the lens^ to be adjusted, so

that camera size may be minimized.

According to

the present invention, there, is provided a camera having a

plurality . of movable lens groups which constitute a zoom

lens, and an apparatus which is used to adjust the position

of the rearmost lens group of the plurality of movable

lens' groups in the optical axis direction, upon assembly of

the zoom lens, so that, a focal point of the zoom lens does

not' deviate upon zooming.

With this arrangement, a lens group which

deviates the. focal point by a relatively large amount per



unit deviation, for example, the third lens group, in the case

of the zoom lens' comprises three lens groups, can be' moved

instead of moving the frontmbst lens group, closest to the,

object side of the camera. This makes .it possible .. to

minimize the amount of deviation of the. lens to be adjusted

upon assembly, resulting in making a compact camera

smaller.

According to another
.
aspect of the. present

invention, there is provided a camera having a first gear

formed to a lens supporting frame and a second gear engaged-

with the first gear, wherein the second gear is ' connected

to a shaft which can be inserted "through a hole in the -back

of the' camera to ef fect an adjustment, of the .. rearmost' lens

group

.

With this arrangement, the shaft can be rotated from

the film side, of the camera to accomplish a focal point

adjusting operation. A shaft driving, mechanism can be

provided together with . a focal point position detecting

mechanism on the same side (i.e.,. the film side), in the

case that the adjusting device is automatic.

According to yet another aspect of the present

invention, there is. provided a camera having a biasing

mechanism which- is provided between the ' lens - supporting

frame and a lens frame supporting member so that the lens

supporting frame and the lens frame supporting member are



continuously biased away from each other in the optical

axis direction, wherein the biasing mechanism is in the

shape of a ring having • a projecting portion and wherein the-

projecting portion is engaged with a groove provided in the

lens frame supporting member so that it will hot rotate

with respect to the lens supporting'" f rame

.

With this arrangement, a slight adjustment can - be

realized since ' backrash, which would occur at the

contacting portion of the threading between the lens

supporting frame and the lens frame supporting 1 member, is

restricted by' the biasing mechanism.

According to still another aspect of the. present invention there

is provided a zoom- lens comprising: a plurality of - movable' lens

groups- which constitute said zoom lens; and an apparatus . which

is used to adjust the position of the rearmost lens group of

.said plurality of movable lens groups, in the optical, axis

direction; upon assembly of said zoom lens, so that a focal.

point of said zoom lens does not deviate upon zooming.

An example of the present invention will be described with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a sectional side view of a camera having a

focal point adjusting device and. a zoom lens at. a

wide-extremity position, shown along the upper half of" the

optical axis, and embodying the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a sectional side view of the camera shown

in Fig. 1, with the zoom lens at a - tel ephoto-ext remi t y

position, shown along the upper .half of the optical axis,
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and .embodying the present invention;

Fig. j 3 is an exploded perspective view of a lens

frame supporting member, a biasing member, lens supporting

frame, and pinion gear connected to a shaft;

Fig. 4 is ' a perspective view of a camera, with 'its

back cover open, to • which the present invention is'

appl ied ; and

,

Fig. 5 is a sectional side view of a camera according

to. another embodiment of the' present invention, shown along

the upper half of the optical axis.

A zoom camera 10 has a movable lens barrel 14- in

which a first lens group 1.1 is supported,. In the Fig. .1,.

the movable, lens barrel 14 is retracted in a camera body 9

to be located, at its wide-angle extremity. In the- Fig. 2,

the movable lens barrel 14 is '

. projected from the camera

body 9 to be located at its telephoto extremity . A lens

protecting barrier 17. is, provided inside of. the front .part

of- the lens, barrel 14. The -barrier 17 is kept open when

the camera .is in use and is -closed to protect the lens

inside the movable lens barrel 14 when the camera is not. in

•use. A movable frame 19 is provided behind the first lens

group 11 in the movable .lens barrel 14. In .the inner

periphery of the movable frame 19 is provided an AF/AE unit-

18, a well known mechanism, which ' moves a lens supporting

frame 15-., The lens supporting-., frame 15 supports a second

lens group 12, which is moved in the' optical axis direction



.to effect the focusing operation. It should be noted that

the focusing mechanism effected by the AF/AE mechanism is

not at all related to ^
the focal point adjusting device of

the present invention. The focal point adjusting device of

the present invention is used only, when the camera is being

assembled, before the camera is brought to the market
.

from

the ' factory ,. or .when the camera needs to be repaired. .

A third lens group 13, supported by a movable frame

20 (lens 'frame supporting member), is provided behind the

second- lens group 12. The. movable frame 20, the movable

frame 19, and the movable lens barrel 14 are each movable

in the optical. axis direction and are driven fay. a

conventional cam. mechanism (not shown)- in- a relative

manner.' However, they do not rotate about the optical axis.

The third lens group 13. is firmly supported" by. a lens

supporting frame 16. . The . lens supporting frame 16 is

provided with a male helicoid portion 16a and a gear

portion 16b, having a plurality of teeth, in front and rear

of- its outer periphery, respectively. The male helicoid

portion 16a is engaged with a' female helicoid portion 20a

provided in "the inner periphery of the movable- frame 20. A

ring-shaped spring member 21 is provided between the lens

supporting frame- 16 and the movable frame 20.. The spring

member 21 is made of an elastically deformable metal and is

integrally provided with' a positioning projection 21a and
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spring arms 21b as shown in Fig. 3. More precisely, the

spring member 21 is brought into contact with a - face

portion 16c of the lens supporting frame 16 and a face

portion 20c of the movable frame 20, so that the lens

supporting frame 16 and the movable frame 20 are

continuously biased away from ' one another in order to

prevent backlash at the engaged portion. The positioning

projection 21a is engaged with a groove 20b provided in the.

rear of the movable frame 20 and elongated along the

optical axis. The shape of the groove 20b corresponds to

that of the positioning projection 21a.

When a focal point adjusting operation, is:, carried

out, the gear portion 16b of the lens supporting - frame ' 16

is engaged .with a pinion gear 23 provided at. the end of a

shaft 22 which., has been inserted from outside the . camera

10. The upper rear portion of an .inside back wall 7 of the

camera body 9 has an insertion hole 8. The shaft 22, having

the pinion gear . 23, is inserted in the camera 10 through

the insertion hole 8 shown in Fig. 4. However, .the

insertion hole 8 may be provided, in a different area of the

back of camera 10.

As may easily be understood, a focal point adjusting

operation of the zoom lens of the camera, according to the

present invention, is carried out as follows; The shaft 22

having the pinion gear ,23 located at the' end thereof is
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inserted into the camera 10 through the insertion hole 8.

The pinion gear 23 is engaged with the gear
.
portion 16b of

the lens supporting frame 16. Thereafter, the shaft 22 is

manually or. mechanically rotated to move the third lens

group 13 in the optical ' axis direction through, the pinion

gear 23 and the gear portion 16b. -The motion is- then

transmitted to the male and female helicoid portions 16a

and 20a to effect' a focal point- adjusting operation of the

zoom lens.

Fig. 5 shows another embodiment of the present

invention. In this embodiment, elements that are the same

as those of the previous embodiment are designated with, the

same reference numerals.. The major difference, between... the

previous embodiment and the' present embodiment is that a

shaft 24 having a. pinion gear 25, corresponding to shaft

22 and pinion gear 23 of the previous.- embodiment,

respectively, is provided in the -rear- of the movable ' frame

20'. A 'groove 24a is- provided at the rear end of" .the- shaft

24 so that the shaft 24 can be rotated by, for example, a

screw -driver to carry out a focal point
.

adjusting

operation. An E-ring .26 is engaged with a circular groove

formed in the outer periphery of the shaft 24 to prevent

the shaft 24 from being moved out of place. An insertion

hole, through which such means as . a .screw driver is

inserted to engage with the groove 24a to rotate the shaft
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24, may be provided in the same manner as that of the

previous embodiment. Also, the shape of "the groove 24a may

have a different shape, according to the shape of the screw

driver, etc. to be used.

.
In the above embodiments, since the ring-shaped

spring member 21 is provided with positioning projection

21a, which is engaged in the groove 20b (or 20 'b) .of ' the

movable frame 20 (or 20'), rotation of the spiring member 21

is restricted by the movable frame 20 (or' 20')..

Accordingly, the spring member 21 will not rotate when the

lens frame 16, .rotates. Therefore, smooth' rotation of the

lens frame - 16 can, be expected. The shape of the spring

member 21 is not limited by the above embodiments, and .may.

be changed as long as the movable frame 20 (or -20') and the

lens- supporting frame 16 "are continuously biased
:
away from

one another ' in the optical axis direction..

The gear portion 16b and the pinion .gear 23 (or 25)'

may be replaced ' with a gear- train, bevel ' gears, or a bevel

gear train. -

Although this invention has been described with

reference to particular means, materials and embodiments,

it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to

the particulars disclosed arid extends to all equivalents

within the scope of the claims.



CLAIMS:

1. A camera comprising:

-

-
- .

a zoom lens;

' •a plurality of movable lens groups which

constitute said zoom lens;

means for moving said plurality of movable lens

groups in a predetermined positional relationship in an

optical axis direction, and

means for adjusting a position of the. rearmost lens

group of said plurality of lens groups in the optical axis

direction, upon assembly of. said' zoom lens,, independently

.from said' moving means.

2. A camera according to claim 1, wherein said

adjusting means . comprises

:

a lens frame supporting. ' means which is moved in

the optical axis direction when a focal length of said" zoom-

lens is varied;

a lens supporting frame which supports said rear-

most lens group and is engaged with said lens frame

supporting means; and,

a driving means which rotates said lens supporting

frame.

3. A camera according to claim 2, wherein said lens

supporting frame- is engaged with said lens frame supporting



means by helicoid, so that said lens supporting frame can be

moved in the optical . axis direction. with respect to said, lens'

frame supporting means when said lens supporting frame is

rotated by said driving means*

4. A camera according to claim 2 or 3-, wherein said

driving means, comprises: ^

a. first gear which is formed on said lens supporting,

frame; and,

a second gear which is engaged with said first gear.

5..- A camera according to claim 4, wherein said second

gear can be inserted into and . extracted' from said camera, so'

as to engage and disengage with., said first gear.

6. A camera according to " claim 4 , wherein said .
second,

gear is rotatably supported by said lens frame supporting means..

7. A camera according to claim 5 or 6 further comprising

a shaft which can be connected with said second gear and which

is rotated manually or by a mechanical driving device.

8. A camera according to claim 7, wherein the back of said

camera is provided with. a hole through which said "shaft can be

inserted.

9. A camera according to any one of claims 2 to 3 further

comprising a. biasing means which is provided between said lens

supporting frame and said lens frame supporting means, so that

said lens, supporting frame and said lens frame supporting means,

are continuously biased away from one another in the optical
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axis direction.

10. A camera according to claim. 9, wherein said biasing,

means is in the shape of a ring having a projecting, portion

engaged with a groove provided in said lens frame supporting

means so that said biasing .means will not rotate with said lens

-supporting frame,

11, A camera substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.
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